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Abstract

Digital  data  are  a  foundation  of  21st  century  science.  In  order  to  maintain  a  stable

foundation, the FAIR Guiding Principles (Wilkinson et al. 2016) were proposed to keep data

findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable (FAIR). However, commonly used data

citation practices rely on unverifiable retrieval methods that do not always enable access to

the cited data. Without verifiability, retrieval methods are susceptible to undetected “content

drift”,  which  occurs  when the  data  associated  with  an  identifier  have been allowed to

change. In the presence of content drift, cited data may lose their findability.

We  propose  signed  citations,  i.e.,  customary  data  citations  extended  to  include  a

standards-based,  secure,  unique,  and  fixed-length  digital  content  signature.  A  content

signature is a code that is unique to the data it identifies and can be reliably recovered from

the data. For example, the signature of a dataset could be the SHA-256 hash (Dang 2015)

of its content. We show that the inclusion of content signatures in citations not only enables

independent  verification  of the  cited  content,  but  also  can  improve  the  reliability  and

availability of the citation, allowing the cited data to remain findable for longer periods of

time and across changing online infrastructures.

If a content signature registry is available which links content signatures to one or more

(possibly temporary) known content locations, then content signatures can themselves be

used to find identified data. That is, registries make content signatures “resolvable” just like
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URLs and DOIs. Additionally, signed citations are location- and storage-medium-agnostic,

allowing the  making of  as  many copies  of  cited  data  as  necessary  to  ensure  content

persistence  across  current  and  future  storage  media  and  data  networks.  As  a  result,

content  signatures  can  be  leveraged  to  help  scalably  store,  locate,  access,  and

independently verify content across new and existing data repositories, search engines,

and registries (such as those that exist within services offered by Zenodo, DataOne, and

the Software Heritage archive) without requiring any time-sensitive information (e.g. URLs

or references to specific infrastructures) to be baked into the citation.

Signed  citations  can  also  be  used  to  reliably  identify  complex  data  networks  and

knowledge graphs. By embedding content signatures inside content and then citing that

content  with  a  signed citation,  a  secure (unforgeable,  irrevocable,  self-verifying)  link  is

formed between the cited content and those identified by embedded content signatures.

Such links create secure data graphs that are annotatable and machine-traversable, acting

as  a  mechanism  for  manual  and  automated  discovery,  which  are  vital  to  findability

according to the FAIR guidelines (Wilkinson et al.  2016). Additionally,  entire knowledge

graphs can be similarly securely cited using a single signed citation.

Our proposal originates from our earlier work on reliable dataset identifiers (Elliott et al.

2020). In addition to further discussing signed citations as stated above, we expand upon

our previous work by describing real-world examples of  the use of  content  signatures,

including signed citations of a corpus of digitized images of bee specimens from natural

history  collections,  datasets  which  collectively  contain  over  a  billion  records  available

through global biodiversity data networks, and a corpus of taxonomic name resources. Our

use  of  signed  citations  in  these  real-world  examples  offers  a  starting  point  for  the

development of community standards on how to build, use, and support independent yet

interoperable signature-based services such as content registries, repositories, and search

indexes.
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